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ABSTRACT

Objective: The objective of this study was to investigate the nurses’ approach to three sources of sound that contribute to high noise levels; alarms, doors that open and conversation.

Methods: Methods used derived from a theoretical perspective based on interpretive phenomenology and caring culture. In the pediatric intensive care, the caregivers of the children work in a high-tech environment as they are surrounded by sound from several sources. How caregivers understand and acknowledge how these sounds negatively affect a child’s well-being depends on their individual knowledge and awareness of how children are affected by sound. In most cases, coming into an intensive care unit is a new experience for a child. This causes greater stress, both from the environment itself as well as from sound levels. The method was built on a phenomenological perspective and an interpretive non-participation, semi-structured observations were conducted in a pediatric intensive care unit (PICU) of one of Sweden’s metropolitan regions in the winter of 2014-2015.

Results: The results show that noise is an overlooked phenomenon in the pediatric intensive care environment as it has given way to other priorities in the nurse’s work. It is also apparent that this depends on the department’s caring culture as it prioritizes other things, resulting in normalizing high levels of noise as a part of the pediatric intensive care environment.

Conclusions: Noise levels are not a priority in the department’s caring culture. High noise levels are permitted unreflectedly and appears to be a token of potency and an accepted part of the health care environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Being a patient at a pediatric intensive care unit (PICU) implies a vulnerability, as the child is dependent on caregivers, often unable to express wishes or needs, and with limited opportunity to influence the environment.[1]

Previous research puts forward that noise levels in intensive care rooms often exceed internationally recommended levels, endangering patients’ prospects for rest and recuperation. Recorded noise levels in a neonatal intensive care unit gives at hand that more assistive technology generates higher noise levels and increased frequency of alarms. This also results in staff having to talk louder.[2] Research on nurses’ understanding of and approaches towards the sound sources are, however, limited. Children admitted to a PICU is a small and vulnerable group that need sleep and rest to grow and develop. Since we know that nurses’ priorities in their work has a direct effect on the child’s well-being[11] it
is of utmost importance to investigate this phenomenon in a highly technological environment as the pediatric intensive care ward.

2. **BACKGROUND**

Intensive care departments have in recent decades been given access to an increased amount of technical equipment and the ability to perform advanced nursing and medical interventions has increased. The high-tech health care implies a change in the health care environment and high levels of noise has become a significant everyday feature in this setting. This has been recognized as a global problem by the World Health Organization (WHO). WHO defines “noise” as “level of undesired sound” in its guidelines. Contrary, Konradsson highlights the sound energy itself as the problem rather than the fact that sound can be undesired. In Sweden, the Public Health Agency’s guidelines for acceptable noise levels in healthcare facilities and healthcare services follows the WHO recommendations. However, the joint message is that sound levels are too high in intensive care units in general.

The main sources of noise are conversations in the patient rooms, alarms from medical equipment and doors closing or opening. In a review article Konkani and Oakley compare several studies and conclude that the most frequent intervention to reduce high sound levels is education to change health care workers’ attitudes and behavior. Hence, behaviors are closely linked to the caring culture in the department, which decides how children’s caring needs are met and understood.

2.1 The sound effect on the pediatric intensive care patient

The perspective in this study rests on a theoretical standpoint in caring and refers to Patricia Benner’s view that nursing is a caring relationship, p4: “an enabling condition of connection and concern.”

Children are described as a particularly vulnerable group regarding undesirably high sound levels. This needs to be considered, as caring means meeting children’s needs, relieving their pain, avoiding suffering and promoting growth and health. High noise levels have been shown to increase stress in neonates that lead to frustration or anxiety. In fact, high sound levels can be the difference between life and death for a critically ill child due to the risk of high blood pressure, stimulated by stress deriving from high sound levels or other negative stimulation. When the child experiences stress and the blood pressure arises, fragile blood vessels are at risk to burst and hemorrhage into the brain. A risk significantly greater in young children than in adults.

Christensen points out sound level as an important part that supports recovery in the care environment. Unfortunately, sound is a low priority issue among staff, despite extensive research highlighting sound levels negative effect on children’s rest and recovery. Pinheiro et al. argues that a reduction of noise levels probably would make staff more sensitive to sound and the negative impact on children could be reduced. Even though most audio sources in the PICU are difficult to eliminate, it is possible to influence how nurses choose to react to them. With the child’s needs in the foreground it is possible to minimize excessive noise levels that generate stress in many patients.

2.2 The importance of sleep

Getting enough sleep at an early age is crucial for the child’s neurocognitive development. Too little or poor sleep affects the child negatively and has an impact on an individual’s future emotional and neurological characteristics. Nurses should promote children’s health and recovery by attending to their daily need for sleep. Newborns need 16-19 hours/day while six year olds needs about 11 hours. However, an uninterrupted period of rest can be difficult to arrange during a stay in the PICU, since noise levels are high and often disturbing. Sleep is essential for the immune system, and most anabolic hormones has an increased secretion during sleep while the catabolic hormone decreases, which is important for the body’s recovery. Also, the hemostatic regulation will be negatively affected the longer the patient is kept awake. Sleep deprivation increases the inflammatory response in the body and the risk of heart disease increases. Heart rate, urine output, and respiration rate decreases during sleep and one of the most important factors is the daily variation of light and darkness. A large part of the body’s growth occurs during sleep, like the development of hearing. The baby needs to hear different tones and sounds that it recognizes from its fetal stage to develop a hearing. Other types of sounds should be minimized to avoid overstimulation. Negative effects of high noise levels can be reduced if nurses become aware of how the work culture in the department contributes to the perception of the child and the care given. How the nurse cares for the children is influenced by the workplace caring culture.

2.3 Caring culture

The caring culture encompasses the whole patient and all her needs; medical and nursing care, information, comfort, and the immediate environment around the patient. Bellot uses almost the same words as he writes about organizational culture as something an organization owns, thus it is changeable, controllable and influenced by individuals included in the organization. Caring culture and organizational culture
are occasionally used as synonyms; however, no consensus has yet emerged.\[18–21\] It is however known that nurses in a high-tech environment such as the PICU, intensive care nurses experience difficulties in creating a calm environment in which to provide good care, as the need for medical care often collides with this caring intervention.\[22\] This collision can be viewed as uncovering a conflict of what is accepted as most important to attend to in the caring culture surrounding the children. And as such influencing intensive care nurses’ understanding of how important avoidance of undesired sounds is, to improve the children’s possibility to sleep and enhance the quality of care. It is also evident that we need a change at the wards about the perception of the importance of caring interventions, compared to the necessity of medical and technological support.\[17\] The challenge with high noise levels lies neither in a lack of research or lack of knowledge among staff about patients’ need for sleep to recover. But high sound levels are overlooked or taken for granted in everyday work in the PICU. Benner et al.\[10\] points out that how we experience a phenomenon such as high sound levels is dependent on the overall experience we have and how we perceive something here and now. As we are in a situation we direct our consciousness towards what in the situation that is meaningful to us. This is not interpreted in advance but decided there and then.\[23\] By exploring how nurses approach sound in the PICU this study has the potential to contribute to increased knowledge of how to create a quieter care environment, with limited resources, that can lead to better care of and a faster recovery for critically ill children.

2.4 Aim
The aim of the present study is to explore how sound is approached in an everyday manner from the nurses’ perspective in the PICU.

3. Method
3.1 Design
The choice to make a descriptive, observational study to answer the purpose of the study was adopted in accordance with Benner and Wrubel,\[10\] and Benner’s,\[24\] descriptions of interpretive phenomenology, as we aim to explore how sound is approached in an everyday manner from the nurses’ perspective in the PICU. Observing rather than interviewing was deemed most beneficial to uncover how individuals act generally and specifically in relation to how a phenomenon occurs in their everyday context.\[10\] A non-participating semi-structured observation gives the observer the possibility to become a natural part of the study and to actively listen or observe the phenomena in its natural setting.\[25\]

3.2 Setting
The data was retrieved at a PICU in one of Sweden’s metropolitan regions. The department cares for the most critically ill children in the country and carries 11-13 beds. Life-threatening conditions from infancy up to 15 years of age with surgical diagnoses are cared for and children with medical diagnosis are cared for between infancy up to 18 years of age. The patients’ conditions often consist of failure of the vital organs, need for ventilator support, dialysis therapy, hypothermia therapy or circulatory support with inotropic drugs. All treatments require continuous monitoring and most patients are sedated.

3.3 Participants
A total of 11 specialist nurses were observed, 9 women and 2 men. At the ward, each nurse cared for two children at a time. The observations included children with various critical conditions aged from two days up to 16 years, 10 girls and 9 boys. The observations took place in different rooms to create a variation of data.

3.4 Data
All data collection was conducted by the first author (E.M.) and consists of 11 observations that were 60-120 minutes long each. The observer sat in a chair in the corner of the children’s room to minimize any impact on the ongoing work. The observer was dressed in staff uniform to be accepted as a part of the working group of both children, their families and the staff. When spoken to the observer replied shortly and made clear that she would not be a part of any conversation during the time of observation, which was accepted by all. The observations took place during the day and evening shifts with the intention to cover variation over the day.

3.5 The observation protocol
To guide the observation and documentation process during the observations, an observation protocol was developed by the researchers and critically discussed with colleagues in the field. The protocol was based on previous research that highlighted the alarms from the equipment, doors that opens/closes and conversations among staff as the worst sources of stress in terms of sound.\[7–9\] Number of alarms, from which monitor the alarm sounded and which patient alarm it concerned was registered in the observation protocol. The time span from when an alarm went off until the intervention took place, or the alarm was silenced, and which of the two that occurred first, was documented. If the nurse helper silenced the alarm it was documented if it was on the helper’s own initiative or if the nurse requested it to be done. If the alarm went silent with intervention or if actively silenced by the caregiver was also documented. Silence in
this observation protocol was defined as the absence of talk. In the observation protocol observations were divided into six 20-minute periods to identify longer quiet periods and short intensive periods.

To delineate the study only alarms originating from the monitor were documented. All children in the PICU are connected to this device that shows measures of oxygenation, heart rate, blood pressure, carbon dioxide and respiration rate. Conversations in the children’s room were documented as they occurred. The observer noted what was said, whom the conversation concerned and how it was perceived – quiet, whispering or in a normal voice. Where conversations took place, in relation to the child, was also noted. Additionally, the number of openings and closings of the doors to the children’s rooms were documented, as well as reasons for opening and closing. The observation protocol also documented background data of the nurse, like sex, age, years in the occupation, how the nurse perceived the severity of the child’s condition and if she or he had set the sound level as well as the alarm limits after the work shift. The child’s sex, age and condition was documented. In addition, the time of observation, duration of observation, number of observations, if the child was awake or asleep, sedated and body postures were also documented. The protocol also provided a space for the researcher’s own reflections.

3.6 Ethical considerations

Before the observations started permission to execute the study was given by the head of the department and the ethical application No 2011/244/31-1, was approved by the Ethics Council, Karolinska Institute, Stockholm. The first author (E.M.) informed about the study and the aim of the study at the workplace on several occasions. Confidentiality procedures were followed and all informants that agreed to be observed was informed that they could stop observation at any time without questions being asked. In accordance with ethical principles the informants were asked again just before the observation took place if they allowed the observer to sit in the children’s room and observe. They were also given the additional information that they should pay attention to the children in the room and their parents’ reactions, and on their behalf, decide if the observations should be discontinued or not. This information was given due to the risk of observing the children and the parents even though they were not the focus of the observations. The children who were awake and the parents who were in the rooms were informed about the presence of the observer and asked for permission, in other cases, parents were informed about the observer’s intentions and asked for permission. In all cases, approval was given.

Since no data was recorded at individual level; beyond age, gender and status; it is impossible to identify individuals in the data. Collected data is kept locked in and only the authors have access to it.

3.7 Data analysis

After the data was collected it was analyzed in accordance with Benner and Wrubel[10] and Benner’s [24] description of interpretive phenomenology. The analysis moved back and forth between foreground and background, between situation and the practical worlds of the participants in three phases. Caring culture was used as raster in the analysis as it can be viewed as a common understanding of what is considered important and a priority of the individuals who work and operate within an enterprise.

The first step in the analysis begun in conjunction with the data collection and continued with reading and re-reading the observation documentation. The aim in the first phase was to familiarize with the data and to uncover patterns. Each observation was read several times to get an understanding of the parts and the whole. When the first author (E.M.) felt familiar with the data, an interpretive analysis begun where paradigm cases and exemplars were sought after, where nurses’ interventions and the context were in focus. This phase was discussed with the second author (J.M.). In the third phase the authors (E.M., J.M.) again searched what was meaningful for the nurse in the situation. It meant to once again interpret the entire material, to find patterns and examples of data that clarified how an individual’s behavior is a result of its environment and the current situation. [26] As the paradigm cases were brought together the exemplars deepened or gave perspectives to the thematic analysis. Preliminary themes emerged of interpretations of how sound is approached in an everyday manner from nurses’ perspective. The third phase also contained a triangulation of data and establishing descriptive names for aspects that the authors (E.M., J.M.) found prominent to the study aim. The purpose of naming was to capture examples of patterns of meaning in action, a meaning structure that includes a salient context and present the findings in a true way.

4. RESULTS

Three qualitative variations of approaches to sound in closeness to the critically ill child were uncovered. They are presented as follows: The room as a situation, the room as a workplace and the room as a place to rest. A central phenomenon uncovered in the observations were how the caring culture normalized the sounds to the extent that they were neglected, unless called upon direct reaction in combination with other signs of critical incidents. Sound was accepted at high levels close to the child’s ears. Noise levels increased
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when a new child arrived in the room or when the round came in. A fundamental difference was uncovered when the children’s room was approached as a room for recovery. Then nurses actively kept a low sound level and arranged interventions accordingly. No connections between childrens’ gender, age or medical status could be found.

4.1 The room as a situation
The analysis revealed how the sound gave a frame of severity and seriousness to the ongoing caring situation. By neglecting sounds and accepting them and their levels as something unavoidable, something that belonged there as a mark. A mark of that a severe and intensive situation is ongoing in this room. With the technical devices in the foreground, the technique is allowed to build a distance between the nurse and the child. As the child was connected to monitors, and controls were taken, the alarms sounded without visible action. The nurse glanced at the monitor, checking that it was ok, and continued with her work (obs. 3 & 5). Alarms could sound during nursing care interventions, as it was a normal feature and expected (obs. 2, 6 & 11). Or the sound could, in a more intense situation or when a new child arrived, sound for a long time or repeatedly until the alarms automatically turned themselves off (obs. 3 & 7). This approach to sound can be understood as legitimizing the high sound levels as a sign of importance, alarm sounds keep the situation and the technique in the foreground, signaling “something needs attention, or something might need attention very soon”. Preparedness for any emergency was evident. However, the child’s need for a calm environment was in the background, not attended to. The alarm limits and the sound of the alarm were not checked beforehand, or discussed as being a distress to the child. This was apparently visible when new children arrived, as an uncertainty developed about the role of the persons in the room, the medical condition of the child and the interventions that should follow. The sound framed the situation and gave a feeling of a highly technological and severe situation giving the nurse permission to focus on technology first and acting as the child was not the priority as the nurse strove to control the child’s medical status and technical devices. In this situation, all information to team members, parents or staff that checks in to ask if they can be of help occurs in a loud voice over the child’s bed (obs. 1, 5 & 9). Doors open and close repeatedly without obvious purpose (obs. 1). No one seems aware of the child’s need to feel safe or to shield the child from stressful sound.

4.2 The room as a workplace
One variation in the approach towards sound emerged in this theme, as nurses worked team based with other health care professionals. The conversations that take place concern the care of the child and how to get the work done. All conversations are work related and occurs over the head of the child or in closeness to the child. The sound in the room is approached in an office way of working and the room can be understood as a workplace where you get the job done and not a ward room where a child rests in sickness. Parallel conversations between staff occur (obs. 8), which results in raised sound levels. The round is held in the room beside with as many as 11 physicians talking and arguing in loud voices about the child’s condition and therapy as the child lays awake close by (obs. 1). When the alarm sounds the nurse silences it after checking on the child (obs. 10). Doors opens and closes with work related issues (obs. 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11). The work is in the foreground and sound seems to be taken for granted as a work-related phenomenon, something that just is.

4.3 The room as a place to rest
This theme uncovers a calmness and awareness of sound. The child is in the foreground, sheltered from stressful sounds in an aware and conscious way. The parents are attended to in a calm and clear way close by the child without high voices. The child’s need for rest as well as a calm and secure environment is a priority, even in more critical situations (obs. 3). The nursing care interventions is done in silence, as the alarm is silenced before interventions starts (obs. 9). Communication with the parents is done in whispering voice (obs. 3). The environment appears calm and even when new children arrive sound levels and alarm limits are checked. Team members are encouraged, by the nurse, to speak in a low but distinct tone (obs. 9) and in the critical situation a calm and quiet approach can be maintained. The child is attended to during the more critical episodes and alarms are silenced (obs. 4, 9).

5. DISCUSSION
In our attempt to outline qualitatively different approaches to sound in the PICU and their impact on the child’s need for rest, we uncovered three different approaches. The themes were as follows: The room as a situation, the room as a workplace and the room as a place to rest. The approaches shed light on the underlying caring culture in diverse ways and it became apparent that sound is viewed as a natural part of the PICU caring environment. However, it is approached in diverse ways. One reason for this might be that the caring culture allows the sound of technical devices to reflect positively on the nurses’ status and competence to master a critical situation as shown in the theme: The room as a situation. Only in one theme, the room as a place to rest, was the child visible as a person with needs above strictly medical or technical needs. From a child’s perspective, the high sounds...
from the alarms might be a source of stress. The child that arrives at a PICU most likely have no prior experience of what to expect or meet. When they arrive, people talk loudly, alarms sound, cords become attached to their body and the ward smell is different. When the child is dependent on the care in the PICU their bed becomes the nurse’s workplace. But the bed is also the child’s safe place. They might not have the possibility to express themselves or to communicate their feelings, experiences and desires. Additionally, staff are often unaware of how the patient perceives the environment. Mattsson et al. describe how nurses in emergency situations tend to be more medically oriented and focus less on the direct care of the child. This pattern is also found in the present study both in the acute phase and in stable situations where the underlying caring culture normalizes high sound levels, possibly exposing children to stress and other negative consequences. Rytterström et al. describes that the individuals in the group shape its caring culture. Routines become meaningful only when nurses embrace and own them to give nursing care and when routines and procedures in the department’s caring culture become joint endeavors. Routines that are ongoing and accepted as the caring culture are not reflected upon, like how sound is approached unreflectedly in this study. Conversations at bedside might be unavoidable, or calming to the child, giving them a sense of not being alone. And giving the child comfort and security is an essential part of the opportunity to rest and recovery. However, how we share information, what we talk about and how we talk can be arranged in a way that do not affect children negatively. Konkani & Oakley points out that the most common and least costly way to reduce sounds are to educate staff about the negative impact it might have on the child’s well-being. Pinheiro et al. argues that if the conversation volume and alarm volume is lowered, nurses would be more alert and respond more quickly to the alarm. A more aware approach to alarm and sound levels, as well as to the conversations and door openings daily at the round might create a new caring culture with the child’s need for rest in the foreground. There are always limitations to research, also in this study. It is a small study and the data collected provides a snapshot of nurses’ approach to sound levels in a PICU. It might not be transferable to all PICU environments. However, Mays and Pope argue that observations as data collection method is superior to other methods where the aim is to study the organizations and the individual’s actions. Observations might also provide insight into phenomena the individual is unaware of. The authors would like to point out that transferability to other departments is not obvious, but not entirely impossible. The study highlights the complexity of the caring culture and the authors hope to bring light on an aspect that has been somewhat disregarded.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The present study aimed to investigate how the caring culture relates to sound levels at a PICU. The result shows that noise levels might not be a priority in a department’s caring culture. High noise levels are often permitted unreflectedly and appears to be a token of potency, and an accepted part of the health care environment.
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